M-Clarity™ Program
Your Guide to Quality and Portfolio Transparency
The development and manufacture of products in the Life Science industry has become progressively more challenging in recent years. Because of the increasing complexity of the processes, regulatory requirements and local standards, it is crucial to understand, assess and manage risks while ensuring business continuity.

In this dynamic context, we present the **M-Clarity™ Program** which defines product quality levels and improves product and service transparency throughout our broad Life Science portfolio.*

*Instruments, custom products, and contract manufacturing products are not part of the M-Clarity™ Program.
Industry-driven regulations require that products of higher criticality or those used in highly-regulated industries, such as pharma or in vitro diagnostics manufacturing, need enhanced supplier quality support.

The MQ levels of the M-Clarity™ Program provide transparency so that you can choose, with confidence, suitable products that meet your needs with respect to:

- Compliance with the appropriate quality and regulatory standards
- Portfolio transparency
- Change control notification support
- Documentation support

†MQ = MilliporeSigma Quality

For more information go to SigmaAldrich.com/M-Clarity
Select the right product to meet your needs

The M-Clarity™ Program includes the majority of our Life Science products, classified into 6 MQ levels, MQ100 to MQ600:
• Each level provides specific documentation and services
• The levels have increasing attributes to meet your application and regulatory requirements
• Transparency allows you to select the right product for your needs

Move smoothly through product development phases

Developing and manufacturing products is a complex process involving multiple suppliers and raw materials. Minimizing disruptions when moving from development to manufacturing requires a clear risk assessment.

The M-Clarity™ Program provides the perfect tool to guide the process of choosing components and raw materials, allowing for comparison of quality support and documentation, and ultimately minimizing costs and delays.

Ensure compliance by informed product selection

MQ levels provide transparency in the attributes of materials to support your regulatory requirements. The decision regarding the most relevant quality profile is driven by your specific needs for controlled and verified or validated processes as appropriate.

Leverage the M-Clarity™ Program to choose the appropriate products to develop your own risk assessment.

To place an order or receive technical assistance

Order/Customer Service: SigmaAldrich.com/order
Technical Service: SigmaAldrich.com/techservice
Safety-related Information: SigmaAldrich.com/safetycenter
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